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A trip to the land of musical variety 

Johannes Geworkian Hellman on hurdy gurdy and LarsEmil Öjeberget with his chromatic 
accordeon fuse traditional Swedish musik with influences from jazz, rock and pop music into a 
musical world of their own. Melodies of imaginary power and exciting rhythms come into 
existence. "

The name Symbio", explains Johannes Geworkian Hellman in an interview with Folker, "stands for 
the interaction between two musicians in form of a mutualism in wich both parties profit from one 
another. As a duo we explore places which we couldn't reach on our own. 

The instruments of the duo, which was awarded the Newcomer 2016 price at the Swedish Folk & 
World music awards, merge into one unit. They fuse into a hypnotic symbiosis of melodic 
expressive power and virtuosity and lead the listener into a moving and dreamy journey. Their 
second album Rising will be released in September, which the two musicians will present in an 
exlusive Germany-concert in october in Minden. 

Hellman, born 1990, grew up in a musical family in the capital city of Sweden, Stockholm. His 
mother is a concert pianist with roots in traditional Armenian music. The young Johannes took 
violin lessons early on. He visits an elementary school where every child receives a classical 
instrument education. At thirteen years old he sees a hurdy gurdy in concert and falls in love 
immediately: "This instrument opens up a new world for me, in which I explore traditional and 
modern folk music. Music became more and more the central point of my life." Hellman studies at 
the Sibelius academy in the Finnish Helsinki and at the folk music departement of the Swedish 
Royal College of Music, where he receives his Bachelor- and Masterdegree. 

LarsEmil Öjeberget, born 1991, grew up in a tiny village with 50 inhabitans in western Sweden. He 
gets to know the chromatic accordeon through his grandfather, his younger brother plays violin. 
"We played musicc together as kids for almost 10 years, mostly tunes from the repertoire of my 
grandpa". Already as a teenager Öjeberget doesn't want to become anything else than a musician. 
He studies classical music at the Royal College of Music in Stockholm and then continues to the 
music production departement, where he receives his Bachelordegree. "I never understood myself 
as a folk, classical or jazz musician. I played many different genres during my studies and tried to 
absorb the best of each style to enrich my musicality". 

Hellman and Öjeberget meet 2011 during their studies at the Sibelius academy. "We arranged to 
meet for a jam session", says Öjeberget. "And after we played the first melody", continues Hellman,
"we felt that this music was something special. It was so easy and so much fun to play together!". 
Some weeks later the two of them are accepted as students at the Royal College of Music in 
Stockholm and start their collaboration as Symbio. "Hurdy gurdy and accordeon are a nice fit, since
they both are machine-like instruments. They have a rich tradition and we play them with the desire 
to expand their possibilities, to experiment and to show all of their colors. They give us strong 
voices and it feels good to bring them together. Our similarities as musicians and persons connects 
us, while our differences develop and enrich us". 
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